PRESS RELEASE

Dover Fueling Solutions Launches Two Enhanced
Wayne Fuel Dispenser Ranges
AUSTIN, TEXAS – May 17, 2022 – Dover Fueling Solutions (DFS), a part of Dover Corporation and
a leading global provider of advanced customer-focused technologies, services and solutions in the
fuel and convenience retail industries, is proud to announce the launch of several, brand-new fuel
dispenser models in the Wayne Helix™ and Wayne Century fuel dispenser series. The new releases
include the Wayne Helix 6000 II fuel dispenser models and Wayne Century 3 fuel dispenser models.
The next-generation Helix and Century fuel dispenser models showcase the latest in DFS innovation,
providing fuel retailers with steadfast performance and a low total cost of ownership (TCO).The
modern, intelligent design of both models offer unparalleled choice and modularity, with
configurations available for both conventional and alternative fuels, making them the perfect fit for
any forecourt, both now and in the future.
The DFS DX™ connected solutions
platform integrates with Helix 6000 II fuel
dispenser and allows for advanced
monitoring and remote management
capabilities via the cloud. Modern,
accurate and reliable, this dispenser model
showcases DFS’ leading fuel dispenser
technology while enabling fuel retailers to
provide a carefree and easy refueling
experience for consumers. Configurable to
dispense up to five fuel grades per side,
the Helix 6000 II fuel dispenser comes with
an extended range of options to meet specific requirements and a broad range of applications,
including heavy-duty vehicle refueling and fuel retailing. Building on the same look and feel as the
Wayne Helix™ 6000 fuel dispenser, this new model revolutionizes connectivity, seamlessly linking to
the cloud and the DFS DX platform to allow fuel retailers to stay in control of their forecourt, no matter
their location. Packed with cutting-edge componentry, the Helix 6000 II fuel dispenser provides
exceptional meter stability and a long life with less service interventions for low TCO.
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Leveraging decades of hydraulic innovation, DFS has
also re-imagined the Global Century™ fuel dispenser
model and released a new fuel dispenser in a
compact design: the Century 3 fuel dispenser.
Offering a robust framework, strong corrosion
protection, quality components and full configuration
modularity, this new model is designed to meet a
variety of fuel dispensing needs. The Century 3 fuel
dispenser boasts exceptional modularity, giving fuel
retailers the freedom to design a fuel pump that fits
their exact requirements. Built with field-proven
components and corrosion-resistant materials that
offer top class durability, this dispenser has been developed to meet industry leading durability
standards.
Soren Powell-Holse, Director of Product Marketing, DFS EMEA said, “Wayne fuel dispensers are
known for their leading technology in all core components and are recognized for their innovation,
reliable performance and great versatility – and these two new model ranges are no different. They
offer many configuration possibilities, and our advanced IoT technology will enable fuel retailers to
ensure superior customer experience and efficiencies as they modernize their forecourts.”
In addition to the conventional dispensers, DFS is also introducing the Wayne Helix™ 6000 II AdBlue®
dispenser, the Wayne Helix™ 6000 II Additive dispenser, the Wayne Helix™ 6000 II LPG fuel
dispenser, the Wayne Helix™ 6000 II CNG fuel dispenser, the Wayne Century™ 3 AdBlue® fuel
dispenser and the Wayne Century™ 3 LPG dispenser.
To register for the webinar, click HERE
For more information, visit www.doverfs-newrange.com
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About Dover Fueling Solutions
Dover Fueling Solutions, part of Dover Corporation, comprises the product brands of Wayne Fueling
Systems, OPW Fuel Management Systems, ClearView, Tokheim, ProGauge and Fairbanks delivers
advanced fuel dispensing equipment, electronic systems and payment, automatic tank gauging and
wetstock management solutions to customers worldwide. Headquartered in Austin, TX, DFS has a
significant manufacturing and technology development presence around the world, including
facilities in Brazil, China, India, Italy, Poland, the United Kingdom and the United States. For more
information about DFS, visit www.doverfuelingsolutions.com.
For more information, contact:
Jennifer Neale
DFS Senior Marketing Communications Manager, EMEA
Dover Fueling Solutions
M: +44 739 186 5815
Jennifer.neale@doverfs.com

Follow us on social media:
Facebook | Instagram | LinkedIn | Twitter | YouTube
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